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Chiral magnetic effect and unique collective modes in topological semimetals 
Quasi-particles and collective modes are two fundamental aspects that characterize a quantum matter in 
addition to its single-particle features. For example, the low energy physics for Fermi liquid phase in He-
III was featured not only by Fermionic quasi-particles near the chemical potential, but also by  fruitful 
collective modes in the long wave length limit, including several different  sound waves that can 
propagate through it under different circumstances. In the present talk, I will introduce three basic 
collective modes in Weyl or Dirac semimetals, which characterize the topological semimetals in addition 
to their single particle spectrum. They are chiral polariton, chiral plasmon and chiral zero sound. The chiral 
polariton is the mixed mode between pseudo scalar phonon and light; chiral plasmon is the unique type 
of charge oscillation under the magnetic field; and chiral zero sound is the acoustic mode formed by the 
chiral charge oscillation among different valleys in Weyl semimetals. All these unique collective modes 
can only exist under external magnetic field and  stabilized by the chiral magnetic effect, which is the most 
fundamental electric-magnetic response characterizing the Weyl semimetals.  
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